
APPLICATION (B)

Submission ID: 2372665 - x5a60a6482c77f7.01860388

The message has been sent from 31.203.199.228 (Kuwait)  at 2018-01-18 09:51:06

Name-First Nadia

Name-Last Alotaibi

Email nadiaalotaibi9797@gmail.com

Date of birth 14/02/1997

Address-Street Address Khaitan block 10 st 9 house 10

Address-Street Address Line 2

Address-City Khaitan

Address-Country Kuwait

Home Phone 66599705

Mobile 66599705

Emergency contact phone 99688304

Name of Emergency contact Meshal alotaibi

Skype ID Nadiamopolyglot

Gender Female

Nationality -Country Kuwait

Arabic fluency excellent

English fluency average

Do you speak any       other

language?

no

If yes please specify

Have you applied 

to the Proteges program before?-yes

yes

Have you applied 

to the Proteges program before?-no

no

Education University (public)

If other specify

Name of school Kuwait university, college of social studies

Current GPA 3.26

Picture upload http://www.123formbuilder.com/upload_dld.php?fileid=abc0cd8feeea7d7d5480e05bfa2c28d6

CV upload
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Hobbies Reading , trying to learn languages still trying

Talents Public speaking , debating

Certificates 

Do you work?-yes no

Do you work?-no yes

Name of company

Do you have a valid driving license yes

Are you willing to travel? yes

Describe the most significant

challenge you have faced and the

steps you have taken to overcome

this challenge 

I don't think i have had such a big challenge in my life before but i would say everyday school challenges

maybe and the way to overcome those challenges...it's really depends on the challenge itself what kind of

challenge is it and i will deal with every challenge differently

You are required to spend the next

year of your life in either the past or

the future. What year would you

travel and why?

I love the past I'm obsessed with historical movies and anything has to do with the past i would love to

travel back in time and experience the way people lived back then but I already have a vision about the

way they lived from books and movies however the future is a mystery so it would be nice to unsolve it and

experience the life in the future and I'm really curious about the challenges that we face nowadays

specially climate change and i would love to see how people of the future dealt with it.but if the question is

about my own timeline I wouldn't choose any and I would just stay where i am now.

What would you say is your greatest

talent or skill? how have you

developed and demonstrated that

talent over time

I don't see it as a talent I simply see it as something i love and enjoy doing which is public speaking and i

have join dabating team in my college to improve it and i also joined MUN just for fun but it turned to be

one of the best educational life experience.

What have you done to make your

school or community a better place 

I was the head of events and activities commission in the political club 2015-2017 and we worked toward

making our college a good community for political science student we organized events and workshops and

I started a book club in my last year with the club and for this year I'm a volunteer at the american and

latin studies center .

What makes you happy? Seeing my loved ones healthy and happy...animals,chocolate,coffe,friends,success  and nice weather all are

things that brings me happiness

How did you hear about The Proteges

program

other

Code of ethics and conduct -I agree

to the code.

yes

Terms and Conditions-I agree to the
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Terms and Conditions.

Application disclaimer -I hereby

certify that the information above is

true  and was fully completed by no

one but myself. 

yes

Entry ID 169
Language gb
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